Roll, pitch, longitudinal and yaw vection visually induced by optical flow in flight simulation conditions.
The present experiment was undertaken to study the effect of the addition of stimulation in the peripheral visual field on perceived self-motion (vection). The parameters were axes of motion, "Central + Peripheral" versus "Central vision, frequencies of sinusoidal motion (0.2 Hz to 1.0 Hz), and amplitudes. Vection generally increased with increased amplitudes and frequencies. In the "Central + Peripheral" condition, there was an interaction between frequencies and amplitudes. When stimuli were presented in "Central" vision only, vection was generally higher. It has been concluded that, for vection, the addition of visual stimulation in the periphery is more important at low sinusoidal frequencies and high amplitudes; at higher frequencies, this produces a decrease in vection probably attributable to an increase in object motion perception.